
Chapter 24:My Genes Evolve
Infinitely
STRONG
Lu Yuan's vision went black, and he was in a daze for a moment.

was restored again, and Lu Yuan had already appeared in the gray stone forest,
with tall stone pillars in the eye.

is where Lu Yuan left last time.

Under a stone pillar near the edge of the land, three greystone beetles are
grazing on the rock.

The sudden appearance of Lu Yuan stopped the three graystone beetles at the
same time.

They slowly turned their heads and looked at Lu Yuan.

The two sides looked at each other, and the air was quiet for a moment.

Then, the three greystone beetles screamed and rushed towards the edge of

the land.

The black long sword in Lu Yuan's hand emerged, and it also rushed towards

the three graystone beetles.

Although the body of black iron does not increase the speed too much, it is
also relative to the same level, the speed of Lu Yuan at this moment is

relatively fast compared to the graystone beetle.

His footsteps were staggered, his body flashed between the three graystone

beetles, and the black sword light flashed across their bodies.

Dark green blood spewed out, and three graystone beetles fell to the ground,
losing their vitality.
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Lu Yuan walked over and picked up the three spirit crystals on the ground, and
then cut off the three gray stone armors, revealing a smile.

"I have gained something when I first came in, not bad, not bad."

He easily absorbed the three spirit crystals, looked at the sun, distinguished
the direction, and Lu Yuan moved towards the area away from the gray stone

forest.

With his current strength, he can hunt down fierce beasts that are more

powerful than the graystone beetle, so he will get more spirit crystals and

improve faster.

Along the way, Lu Yuan killed all the graystone beetles he saw, no matter how

many there were, they were not Lu Yuan's opponent anyway.

Soon, he entered a wide small square with a range of almost 100 meters.

As soon as he entered the small square, he saw that on the right side of the

small square, there was a black graystone beetle and four graystone beetles

lying in a row, gnawing on the rocks.

Lu Yuan's eyes lit up.

Didn’t expect there to be a black-striped graystone beetle?

If it had been before, he had encountered the black-patterned greystone beetle,
he would have sneaked away without saying a word.

But now it's different, he feels that he is not weaker than the black gray stone

beetle.

just right, you can also check your own strength.

Lu Yuan looked at the black-patterned graystone beetle in the distance,
pursing his lips, a little eager to try.



Just as Lu Yuan was about to step forward, a group of five kobolds walked out

of another passage not far away.

After seeing Lu Yuan, they were stunned, and then they saw the

black-patterned greystone beetle on one side.

Suddenly, the eyes of the five kobolds lit up and smiled.

"It turned out to be a black-patterned greystone beetle! Good luck!"

"You can kill!"

"There are also human beings, please deal with him first. Don't get in the way.
Barry, pay attention, you can block the black-stranded graystone beetle if it is

alarmed."

"no problem."

Several people were talking, looking at Lu Yuan, their eyes were cold, and
their expressions gradually became ferocious.

Lu Yuan: "..."

He feels very speechless, why does he bump into kobolds every time?

Looking at the five kobolds who took out their weapons and slowly
approached, Lu Yuan's expression also became cold, and he clenched the

beetle's claw sword.

"kill!"

A female kobold who had been standing at the end, holding a longbow in her

hand, pulled the longbow, shot the bow, and launched the horn of attack.

咻!

The arrow broke through the air and shot towards Luyuan.



Lu Yuan's pupils contracted, looking at the arrow, the long sword in his hand

was raised.

锵!

The arrow hit Lu Yuan's long sword, and then it was shaken away.

All the kobolds saw this scene, and they all shone brightly.

A sturdy kobold headed by with a long-handled great axe and a little over two

meters in height grinned:

"Be careful, I'm a master!"

"understood!"

The strong kobold roared, like a tank rushing towards Landing Yuan.

And a kobold holding a long sword and a kobold holding two short swords
followed on both sides of the strong kobold, and at the same time launched a

charge towards Lu Yuan.

At the moment when the two sides started fighting, the black graystone beetle
and four graystone beetles in the distance were alarmed.

They turned their heads to look in the direction of Lu Yuan, and then the

black-patterned greystone beetle screamed and rushed towards them.

Left in place is a strong kobold Barry wearing gray armor, holding a half-
human metal shield and a long knife in his hands.

He saw the black-patterned greystone beetle rushing over with four greystone

beetles, showing a slight grin.

"This can't let you bother them."

He gave a low cry, and patches of gray stone armor appeared on the surface of

his body.



is the petrified skin combat technique.

He greeted the black greystone beetle and four greystone beetles alone.

Seeing Barry rushing forward, the black-stripe greystone beetle immediately

roared and aroused its petrified skin.

It stuck out its claws and slashed towards Barry.

Barry raised the big shield in his hand, blocking it in front of the claws.

锵!

Barry took a few steps back, but quickly stabilized his figure.

He showed a smirk:

"My defensive ability, you can't break it."

He didn't care about the roaring black-patterned graystone beetle, and the

long knife slashed at the other four graystone beetles.

Barry easily dragged the black graystone beetle and four graystone beetles.

……

The strong kobold had already rushed to Lu Yuan's body at this moment. He
roared, holding the long-handled battle axe in both hands, and raising the

battle axe, he slammed towards Lu Yuan.

There is a hint of white light on his battle axe.

Genetic combat skills: heavy blow.

The battle axe slashed towards Lu Yuan with violent spiritual power.

Lu Yuan's pupils shrank, and his heart was a little dignified.

Didn't expect to encounter two genetic warriors with extraordinary genes in

places like Grey Stone Forest? !



The violent battle-axe slash made his hair stand up, and he felt a breath of

danger.

He clenched the epee with both hands and stood in front of the battle axe.

锵!

Lu Yuan felt a tremendous force coming.

His chest became tight, his body stepped back and forth, his hands were
slightly numb.

Just as Lu Yuan retreated, the two sword kobolds on both sides of the strong

kobold rose up at the same time and approached Lu Yuan.

The kobold on the left slashed towards Lu Yuan’s waist with a long sword in
his hand, and the kobold on the right held two daggers, one sword pierced Lu

Yuan’s eyes and the other pierced Lu Yuan’s heart.

With the clouds and flowing water, it fits tightly.

Lu Yuan felt the danger, his whole body surged.

The black iron body of combat skills revolves, and the surface of his body

shows a dark color, and there are two more black lines on his cheeks.

The black iron body revolved, his power surged sharply, Lu Yuan's eyes
flashed sharply, and he reached out his left hand and grabbed the dagger that

pierced his eyes.

The other two swords, Lu Yuan let them slash towards his body.

Seeing this scene, the three kobolds all smiled.

锵锵锵!

Three consecutive golden and iron crows made the grinning on the faces of the
three kobolds froze.



Lu Yuan steadily grasped the short sword with his left hand, and the other two
swords slashed on Lu Yuan's body. They only cut off Lu Yuan's clothes, stuck
on his skin, and made no progress.

The two kobolds who attacked felt the most obvious. They seemed to be cut on

steel, and their hands were a little numb by the force of the counter shock.

The pupils of the two kobolds shrank sharply.

"what?!"

"Did not break the defense?! This is impossible!"

The strong kobold who was one step behind opened his eyes wide and
shouted:

"Missy! Be careful!"

Missi, holding two daggers, seemed to realize something. UU reading
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A trace of horror flashed in his eyes, and he wanted to step back.

However, it was too late. The reason why the beetle's claws that Lu Yuan had

been holding did not resist the long sword because of this moment.

The beetle's claws and swords turned into sword light, and it passed through

the neck of the kobold Missy, and blood spurted out.

Missi's pupils were dilated, and there was still a look of horror in his eyes.

His body shook, then he fell to the ground.

Except for Barry who was entangled with the black-stranded greystone beetle,
the other three kobolds opened their eyes and looked at Missy who fell on the
ground, with incredulous expressions in their eyes.

"Damn it! A strong man who pretends to be a pig and eats a tiger!"



Another kobold with a sword exploded his hair at this moment, and quickly

backed away, ran to the strong kobold, watching the fate of landing vigilantly.

As if Lu Yuan was about to chop him off in the next moment.

The strong kobold's face looks ugly to see Lu Yuan:

"Asshole! How can your strength be in an area like Grey Stone Forest?!"

Lu Yuan rubbed his chest and waist.

The position where they were attacked by the two just now still hurts a bit.

is just a batch of his dark iron body, after all, these two kobolds didn't burn
combat skills, their attack ability was still a little worse, and it only caused

him pain.

can't even cause him any harm.

He looked at the stout kobold with an ugly face and smiled:

"Aren't you guys very strong? You can all stay here, why can't I stay?"

Several kobolds were speechless.

Lu Yuan rubbed his neck and smiled brightly:

"Don't talk nonsense, I will send you on the road to accompany your friends."
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